
ProMosaik e.V. – a Young Association 

ProMosaik e.V. is a recently Leverkusen founded 
(2014) young association dedicated to the 
universal engagement of intercultural and 

interreligious dialogue for the promotion of 
human rights and peace for all humankind. 

ProMosaik's objectives  are 
therefore  conducted multilingually for a 

multilingual world. 



ProMosaik e.V. can be followed on… 

- its website www.promosaik.com,  

-  its blog www.promosaik.blogspot.de,  

-  Facebook and Twitter and  

- in published books covering relevant subjects.    

ProMosaik e.V. covers intercultural and 
interreligious dialogues concerning human 
rights. 

http://www.promosaik.com/
http://www.promosaik.blogspot.de/


ProMosaik stands for Networking – 
the free-of-charge Association Portal 
ProMosaik e.V. stands for networking, dialogue, 

synergies and encounter. 

 The association has a free portal on the 
ProMosaik website where associations – 

concerned with cultural and social work, human 
rights, and development aid – can without cost 

introduce their objectives and projects.   

 



ProMosaik e.V. is Critical – the free-of-
charge Recension Portal  

ProMosaik e.V. has a recension portal on which 
you can publish recensions about books, movies, 
conferences and events about relevant subject 

matters for free. The publication of texts is 
available to everyone, irrespective of whether 

they are members or not.   

 



Free-of-charge Service for Authors 

ProMosaik e.V. also offers to authors the 
opportunity to publish and introduce their 

articles or books on the website of the 
association. The publication of the book is 

financed by ProMosaik. ProMosaik e.V. also 
writes free press releases for authors.   

 



The Credo of ProMosaik e.V. 
ProMosaik e.V. engages according to the principles 
of its Manifesto, containing the basic credo of the 

association. The most important principles are: 
human dignity, human rights, ethics, tolerance, 

dynamic socio-political action, dialogue and 
diversity, peace and justice, and intercultural and 

interreligious empathy.   

 



ProMosaik e.V. needs  
your Support as Sponsor 

ProMosaik e.V. needs the support by its 
sponsors to finance new articles, posts, books 
and translations. Book translations essentially 

contribute to the promotion of intercultural and 
interreligious dialogue and the proliferation of 
an authentic culture based on human rights.   

 



ProMosaik e.V. stands for 
 

ProMosaik e.V. engages for world peace and 
human rights, by seeking dialogue with diverse 
groups and social trends to promote a peaceful 

stimulating world based on anti-imperialism, 
civil courage and socio-political initiative of 

ordinary people who according to ProMosaik 
e.V. are the ones writing history.    

  

 



The Mosaic as Achievement and 
Continuous Challenge  

In the symbol of the mosaic, ProMosaik e.V. sees 
the diversity of religions, cultures and languages 

in a balanced and colourful interaction rising 
daily to a new challenge. For  ProMosaik e.V. the 

mosaic is not a finished product, but a daily 
endeavour.   

  

 



The Single Stone:  
Identity and Encounter 

For ProMosaik e.V. the single mosaic stone 
represents the identity of the single person who 

does not lose her/his colour during her/his 
encounter with other religions, cultures and 

languages. ProMosaik e.V. believes in the 
identity and self-consciousness of the single 

person as the precondition for empathic 
dialogue.   

 



ProMosaik e.V. Remains Optimistic  
In spite of all wars, conflicts, and 

misunderstandings ProMosaik e.V. believes in 
the construction of an authentically tolerant, 

dynamic society, in which the colour of the skin, 
the religious appartenance, the ethnical and 

cultural origin do not make the person … what 
makes a person is her/his real ethical values, 
her/his conduct and principles, and her/his 

dignity.  

 



ProMosaik e.V. means Struggle  

ProMosaik e.V. opposes all kinds of oppression, 
slavery, violation of children‘s and women‘s 
rights, forced labour, racism, discrimination, 

antisemitism, and islamophobia. ProMosaik e.V. 
defies all kind of right-radicalism and apartheid.  



ProMosaik e.V.: the Dialogue by Book 
Translations   

To support its own book translations, ProMosaik 
e.V. has just opened the translation office 

ProMosaik Trans in Istanbul Fatih. Books are an 
important mean for intercultural and 

interreligious dialogue. The knowledge about 
the OTHER helps me to overcome stereotypes 

and prejudices.   

Books support the struggle for human rights and 
peace.   


